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INTRODUCTION
One of the most rapidly expanding technical fields
during the last s·e veral years has been the development and
application of automatic computing machinery.

As a tool in

the hands of research and development laboratories these
high-speed computers have greatly facilitated design work on
a wide variety of electrical and mechanical

syste~s

and have

opened new fields for study on which analytical analysis had
previously been too laborious.
A.

great number of engineering problems .resolve into

differential equations of higher. order whose solutions become exceedingly -more laborious and difficult as the order
rise·s :.

MathemB:tical tools have been

handl~ng

devel~ped

to aid in

thef$e types o·f. equations such as Laplace and

Fouri.e r transforms, design techniques such as Nichols and
Bode ·.c bar:ts, root locus methods and others, but these in themselves

pro~eto

be laborious and do not lend themselves read

ily to

COJ!lsi~deration

of nonlinear elements • Thus the need

for high -speed e:omputing equipment is apparent.
There have been two different approaches to the development of automa"tic computing machinery, namely di_g ital computers and analog computers.

ly summing machines

Digital computers are essential-

and · p~rform

mathematical operations by

different combinati:ons of additions.
is used

primaril~y

for

te~y

This type of computer·

large scale operations where ex-

treme accuracy is required, and its cost may very well run
.i nto millions

or

dollars,:.

Foremost among analog computers

2

is the d-e type in which variables of a problem are converted
by scale factors into voltages.

These voltages, which are

thus analogous to the variables, are then made to vary within the machine· according to the given mathematical relations
by means of various hookups and feedback loops.

D-e analog computers. have assumed their position of
prominence because they present many disti.net advantages when
con1pared to other types of electromechanical and mechanical
analog systems.

First of all, they are easy to construct

using readily obtainable components. and established techniques for construction of electronic gear.
precision

mechanica~

parts.

They require no

Flexibility i-s easily obtained

by changing electrical -interconnections between operational
units .ofthe

computer~

The capacity of the system may be ex-

tended by simply connecting in more units.
must be changed in setting up a problem.

No parts or gears
D-e analog computers

are ·easy to operate, with persons having backgrounds in engineering, mathemat"ics, or phy-s ics rapidly becoming expert in
their u.se..

Exp-e rience _has ·shoWn that time,

~~st f~r

main-

tenance and repair constitutes a small -fraction ·or the total
·operating time ·.

Accuracies as high as 0.1% have been obtain-

ed, ·which i-s more than adequate for most eng-i neering needs •

Accura$y, of - caurse, depends upon the precis:eness and quality
.o f the components· and the elahoratenes.s of design.
· d~c

analo,g compu.t ers · a·r e

economical~

Finally,

. The't r cost, in general,

is· a small fraction of that of eomparable .mechanical or

electromechanical ·analog computers•

.3

Two of the prime functions of a university are to serve
as , a seat of learning and a center of research.

To""·perform

these functions in the field of automatic computers, it ts
desirable that the unive·rsity possess some form of computer
in order that its faculty and students may, be acquainted
with the st'u9.y first hand, and that such a machine be available for research.

However, Ja stumbling block is the high

cost of commercially available _automatic computers.
this idea in

m~nd,

With

the problem for this thesis was selected

as the design and construction of a d-'c electronic analog
computer.

This computer -has: £e.a tures of low cost and high

flexibility of

ope~ation ~s-

required .by· the university.

The

; Qhoice of a d-e analog -~ype of compute_r followed an analysis

of

these requirements .a nd the features

·or

different

type~

o£

computers.
Among the applications for a d-e

a~alog

computer at the

:university may be research or design problems in which it is
,d esired to test a portion of an actual · sys~eril_being designed.

·Ror this application

a one-to-one time scale is. needed.

Thus

the computer ltlUst have a response which will allow it- to

G>perate on an actual time basis, with computation time vary-

dliig from a few seconds to as long as a
Other

applicatio~s

minute~

might be. exploratory c·omputation in

'~. ~P;e~ign o~r synt~esis work, or the use of a .computer in the
~e.~~~sr<;>om

to demonstrate problems in transients or servo-

me,chanisms.

For these applications a repetitive type of

s:0 1ut.ion is desirable in which the .._solution

·or

a pro.l;>lem is

speeded up and repeated at some aroitzrary frequency so that

4
it may be viewed o·n the . screen of a cathode ray oscillograph
and the effect of changing

v~rious

physical constants of the

system or problem instantly noted.
To make this project realizable with the funds available
and in the time allowed, and to set forth some definite goals,
the following objectives were adopted:
1.

Design, construct, and place in working order a d-e

electronic analog computer capable ofsolving 4th order
linear ·differential equations with constant coefficients.
2.

Include in the design provisions for real time com-

putation, and also fast, repet.i tive operation.

3.

Provide for later expansion of the computer install-

ation.

4. Limit expenditures to $700.

5
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Numerous articles have been published in recent years
concerning analog computers and their application.

Many of

these deal with the details of the solution of a specific
problem and consequently are of little use in designing a
computer.

Others deal with analog computers which are not

of t .be d-e type (l)

·{1}

An article describing the Goodyear Air-

Harder, E. L. and McCann, G. D., A Large Scale Electric
Analog ~omputer, AIEE Transactions, Vol. 67, Part I,
pp. 664 673, 1948.

craft Corporation ( 2) computer has been published.
{ 2)

It con-

Meneley, C. A. and Morril, C. D., Proceeding of the
National Electronics Conference, Vol. 5, pp. 48-63, 1949.

tains a rather extensive discussion of the factors taken
into consideration during the design of the computer.

Un-

fo·r tunately, means were not available to construct a compute:r of similar size and accuracy so this article
be

prove~d

to

ot limited usefulness.

An article describing the Reeves Electronic Analog
c·omputer (3) has been published which d~scribes the operations
(';,3')

Frost, S., Compact Analog Computer Electronics, N. Y.,
MaG:raw-Hill, pp. 116-122, July 1948.

which may be performed on this computer.- Two Manuals ( 4.- 5)·.

{4)

Boeing Airplane Company, The Operations of the Boeing
Electronic Analog Computer, Seattle, Washington,
52 pages, 1951.

6

(5}

Boeing Airplane Company, Boeing Electronic Analog
.Computer Maintenance Manual, Seattle, Washington,
24 pages, 1951.

describing the operation and maintenance of the Boeing
Electronic Analog Compute.r are available.
Engineering Research Associates have devoted a chapter
in their book, High Speed Computing Devices, (6) to analog
(.6)

Engineering Research Associates, High Speed Computing
Devices, N. Y., McGraw-Hill, pp. 223-245, 1950.

computers.

Much of the discussion is devoted to mechanical

computers and that pertaining to the electronic type of compu:,.e r ts of a very general nature.
A book by Korn and Korn ( 7) on d'.;.c electronic analog

( 7)

lorn, G. A. and Korn, T. M., Electronic Analog Computers,
N. Y., McGraw-Hill, )78 p., 1952.

compute~s

contains an excellent discussion of the theory of

opet;a;t,ttoll and practical operating procedure as well as a
di.scueaf.on of the details of sever?l computers which are in
use~ ~ t.odQ;Jt·•

Reference is made :rrequently to this book since

ft eontains most of the information necessary to a basic underst·ancli.:J;lg of computer operation.

7

DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS
Mathematicaloperations which can be successfully perfo.rmed C?n' analog_ computers include addition, inversion,
multiplication, division, integration, and differentiation.
Many

nori-~inear

functions, simulated by the use of ingenious

devices,_ are described in tl;te literature.-

In particular,

· McCann, Lindvall, and vlilts describe a method of simulating
coulQmb friction with the use of rectifiers and batteries. (S)

(,gJ·> " 'M:c~'an~' .G ·• D. ' Lindvall,

F. G., and vvil ts' c. H. ' The
Effect ofCoulomb Friction on the Performance of
Se"l~vomechanisms, AIEE Transactions Vol. 67, 1948,

pp. 540-546.

)ded}teff . and<Parent showthat the saturation characteristics

ot an. arnplifiermay be simulated with -limiters.-. {9)
(9):

:M~~~f£, ·.R :. : J .• and Parent, R •. J ., A. Diode .Bridge Limiter
fo~

l!Se.

Vol..

.with-~

Electronic Analog Computers, AIEE Trans.
pp. 913-915.

.7o·,.•· 1951·,.

The scope· or ·the mathematical operations which the
Missouri Sehqol.{,.o f ' ·M ines, (M.S .-M.) , computer will ·. perform is
limited by :Its si.z e and the auxiliary equipment available.
It is believed that the present computer will handle most
linear .difr-erent:f :a l equations encountered in servorn.echanisms
work which are of the ·fourth order or less.

r;teoessaryto solve

s~on

squations include coefficient, summing,

inverting, and int:egrat :fng networks.
s.e ction ·will be

devo~ed

and ' the ·.procedure

The components

The remainder of this

to a discussion of these networks

for transforming a physical equation into

its· analogous machine. equation·.

8

The circuit used for a summing network is shown schematically in Figure 1.

It consists of the input resistors

R , R , R , ···Rn' the feedback resistor R0 , and a d-e
2
1
3
feedback amplifier having a forward gain A. X1, X2, X3,
···Xn are the input voltages and X0 is the output voltage.
It is assumed that the input impedance to the amplifier
grid is infinite, a condition which is approximated in
practice.

By writing the nodal equation for the junction

between the input and feedback resistor, keeping in mind
that the input current to ·the grid is zero on the basis of
the above assumption, Korn and Korn have shown that:

'it~ =

f

i~::'

X.;.

A K,
+ R, ~ -R'•

(l)

!(,,; .. (J..:.A)

.C:al

J.

where X1 and Ri are the input to the ith summing termin~l
and the value of the ith summing resistor respectively. (lO)
(lO)· Korn and Korn, Op.cit., p. 11.
For. high gain amplifiers Korn and Korn show that this
equation ·Dfay be simplified \'lith good approximation to
( 2)

It is interesting to observe that the output

volt~ge

of the

summing circuit is of a polarity opposite to that of the
sum of the input voltages.

This property makes it useful

for changing the sign of a machine variable.

Summing ampli-

fier circuits which are used for this purpose are sometimes
refered to as inverters.
Replacing the feedback resis·t or in Figure 1 with a
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Rl

xl~/v

x2..-\t

R2

R3

Ro

!'v_""_v--r-----:a

.X3 ._'\t,/\l\i\/\1\1\i\..--+--_-_-_--'_ _ _ _

d-o
Ampl1:f1er

f

L__j

,

Figure 1. Summing network.

c
d-e

Amplifier

Figure 2. Integrating network.

(1 - b)r

(1 - b)r
xi

br

•

i
(a)

Xo

•

•

•
(b)

Figure 3. (a) Schematic or simple coett1c1ent
potentiometer.
(b) Coefficient potentiometer with load.
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capacito-r as shown in Figure 2 will ·cause the circuit to
function as an integrator.

On the basis of the same as-

sumptions .used in obtaining equation (2), Korn and Korn show
that

x. =
Varying

~he

· _L_~(· · X,
X .
v
.J
( 3)
c.
. D"• t -;;}
.. •
..!JJ ) Q-t
"'~
R,.
coefficients of terms in an equation is accomp-

_

II

-

.lished by means of a calibrated potentiometer.

For the

circuit shown in Figure 3(a), fhe output voltage X0 is simply
'bXi, where b may be determined from the potentiometer calibration.

Unfortunately, this circuit may not be used in

practice wit.hout error unless· the loading effect o:f the
operational amplifier is considered.

The schematic diagram

o£ a potentiometer shown in Figure 3{b) with a load rL may
be used to calculate the correction factor necessary to
obtain the desired output X0

•

This is possible since the

end of the summing resistor connected to the grid o£ the
amplifier is always at a low potential as a result o£ the
limited voltage output of the amplifier and its high gain.
Korn and Korn have derived the following exact expression for the correction factor C: (l1 )

c
·(11)

=

&~ ( 1-b) ..r
)i,
1

(4)

+ h ( 1- h) L.
~

Korn and Korn, Ibid., pp. 117-119.

,For values of
'pression

m~y

r/rL~

0.3 it is stated: that the above ex-

be simplified to

: c :::

~
b' (1-b)}f·

( 5)
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A plot of this function is shown on page 1.18 of the
above reference.

In Appendix A a table of correction factors will be
included for the M.S.M. Computer.
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SO:ME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF PROBLEJYI PREPARATION

In preparing a problem for computer study, the work will
be great·l y facilitated if' a block diagram of the computer
operational units is made.

Korn and Ko.r n describe a complete

system of' notation f'or computer elements which is in general
use except for minor deviations. (l~) Diag~ams .for th~ ele·
(12)

Korn and Korn, Ibid., p. 30-31.

ments used in the

r~

.s .~I. computer are shown in Figure 4.

'fhis system will be used throughout this- thesis.
diagrams of' Figure 4,

In the

x1 ,

X2 , X3, •··~ denote the input
voltages and Y denotes the output voltages of the respective
elements.

The numbers inside the triangular blocks of the

summing and integrating amplifiers represent the gain settings.
,,
(i.e., for a summing amplifier, an input of one volt on a
ga.: in of' four would produce an output voltage of' minus four
volts) •

The symbol Y0 represents the initial condition out-

put voltage of' the integrator.
the

potenti~meter

The coefficient

s~tting

of

·is h.

r ·h e ·equations relating the input and output voltages of'
ibhe elements may be

s~arized

as follows:

For the summing amplifier,
( 6)

For the summing integrator,
( 7)
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xl
x2

XJ

1

4

1
4
4

X -

xs

x6.

y

X?

(a) Block Diagram of Summing Amplifier

Xl
X2.
y
.o._3.

1
1

x4

>-------

y

4
4

x5
x6

x7

(b) Block Diagram o:f Surrm1ing Integrator

-----~o~----_.·

X .__.

y

(c) Block Diagram of Coefficient Potentiometer
Figure 4. Block Diagrams o£ Computer Elements
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For the coefficient potentiometer,

Y=

( S)

b X

o~b~J

Before an equation may be solved on the analog computer,
it must f'irst be transformed into its analogous machine
equation which expresses the mathematical relationship existing between the computer voltages.

U~u~lly,

the most

difficult task in setting up a machine equation is the selection · ·of suitable scale factors relating the variables. of
t .h e physical equation and the machine variables.

It is

imperative that the scale factors be such that the computer
amplifiers do not exceed certain output voltages determined
by the linear operating range of the amplifiers.

It is also

desirable that the maximum output voltage of an amplifier be
an appreciable portion of the linear operating range of the
amplifi:e r to minimize the effect of errors due to drift and

stray pick-up voltages.

In view o.f these two conflicting

requirements it can be seen that care must be exercised in
selec-t ·i ng the scale factors i.f the best possible accuracy is
to be attained.
In most practical problems an estimate of' the maximum
:values :W hich the variables will reach may be made on the
'basis of' previous experience or rough calculat.ions.
~-nese

Af'ter ·

values have been determined, the scale .factors may be

to;uad by select·i.ng a value equal to ,or less than . the max-

imum linear amplifier voltage divided by the maximum value
O·f " t~e •· corresponding variable in the physical equation •

·.T he . machine .eauation mav be · readilv obtained bv substituting
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into the physical equation the machine variables, taking
into account the scale f'actors.
Frequently it is desirable to solve problems on the
analog· computer using a

tim~

scale dif:ferent than that of

real time since the computer has its best accuracy when the
solutio# time is on the order of' one second to one minute.
This may boe accomplished by a change of' time scale which is
quite . s .i mi.l ar to changing the physical problem into the
machine · equation.

Several examples are given by Korn and

Korn in: their text. (i3)
t~3 .> :

.·

Korn and Korn, . :tbid ~ , pp. 24-27.
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DISCUSS~ION

OF l-'IETHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF SECOND ORDER EQUATION

Frequently in applied work problems are encountered
which resolve into second order differential equations o£
the form
d"'-X

"CfC-

where a,

-t

~'

,;z.,.J

d

~ <I~

+

~-&

){

-

and k are constants.

( 9)

k

Depending upon the mag-

nitudes of a the solution to this equation will be

)( =

rc.

~- .lf11;L~ I 'DS l'
a '~
r:--:-: t] ~ k
..
,_., .. t .,. c & slit-(/ f 1--1·
r

r

c< 4! I

(10}

=I

( 11)

.I

-1

7

1

(12}

Equation (9) serves as a convenient example or check problem
:for which the solution may be readily verified.
To illustrate the method of obtaining the block diagram
for solution o£ this equation, it is assumed that the problem
may be solved using a one to one time scale and unity scale
factors £or the transformation equation.

In this case the

machine equation will be identical to equation (9) •
From fundamental concepts,

where

Jx

f

Rd-t

Jy;J

d-t

t=o

,

+ X,

(13)

(14)
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This operation may be indicated schematically as ·shown in
Figure 5.

Here it may be noted that the output 'of" the inte-

grator is -1.~ as a result of its phase inversion prope·rty.
The value o£ the initial condition is

-x•.
0

Similarly,

X=

~
cit:

f

(15)

cit

where
"]
1\

y4 -=

( 16)

-t=o

The corresponding computer operation is illustrated in
Figure 6.
Combining Figure 5 and Figure 6, Figure 7 is obtained.
I£ the quanity ~~ were available, x could be obtained
as a function o£ time.
d~l
_
dt"~--

-

...., _./A

~~t"

From equation ( 9) it may be seen that

clx
z.
clt: - (? )(

{17)

L.

+1\.

The quantity - ~ is available at the output of" integrator ( 1) ;
hence, by the use o£ a potentiometer, -2a.{3 ~ may be obtained.
The quantity -x is not available in Figure

7, but may be

obtained by the use o£ an inverting amplifier.

This leaves

the term k., which may be generated on the computer using a
p.otentiometer and a batT.ery.
Redrawing Figure 7, tak-i ng into consideration the nece~ssary additions and replacing J ~ by its equivalent from

'

equa~ion

J~~

(17), Figure $is obtained.

Fi.gu:re 8 is in a form which is suitable for computer
setup·. · It will be noted that the actual connections have
been indicated rather than shown .for the input to the first
integrator.·

This has been done to ·keep the diagram as
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d.K
cit

Figure 5. Diagram of integrator l.

Figure 6. Diagram of irttegrator 2.

_.QX
dt

"'>----

F'i gure 7. Diagram of integrators 1 and 2.
_d~---~

dt

·X+~-----t

Figure 8. Complete Block Diagram

x,
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simple as possible.
The procedure for setting up this type of problem on
the computer will be discussed in a later section.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Introduction.

The basic unit of a d-e analog computer

is the operational amplifier.

As discussed previously, this

unit performs the fundamental operations of solving an
equation upon application of proper input and feedback elements.

To utilize the operational amplifier, various other

units and devices are needed in the computer

installati~n·

Coefficient setting potentiometers are needed for multiplication by any desired constant factor.

A convenient means

of inter-connecting the various amplifiers and potentionteters
is needed.

A switching system is needed so that initial con-

ditions may be introduced t .o the integra.t ors.

There s·hould

be a warning.system to indicate when the output voltage of
an amplifier is so large as to be out of its linear range.
A voltmeter should be conveniently available for balancing
the amplifiers, measuring initial condition voltages, and
.checking amplifier output voltages.

There must be some means

of recording the output voltage of an amplifier.

This record

will be the plot of a variable, or derivative of a variable,
against time, and will constitute the desired answer to the
problem.

A well regulated power supply must be available .

:for the plate voltages o:f the amplifiers, and a constant d-e
source must be available :for introducing initial conditions.
A filament supply is also needed.

In the case of

flu~~ting

line voltages, a voltage regulator for the entire system is
a

neces~ity.

The achievement of these various requirements

:will now be discussed.
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Operational _Amplifier.

The . operational amplifier must

have·· high gain for acc:uracy in its operations. ·Since ·~· the
amplifier is used v-;ith feedback around it, gain must be

n~g

ative. · The operational amplifier should be capable of
amplifying voltages of _either polarity.
grid current as
t~e - iriput

gridcurrent · c~uses

It should have low

a voltage drop across

resist?r and introduces error. · The amplifier should

have low susceptibility to drift. - Drift is caused by a
variety ol' factors such as a .change . in plate or ·filament

v,o:i:'b:ages'
:~ .

, ._

.

· n.

.

"

.,

.

change in resistances due to heating' or changes
.

'

in . tll\li.t fi·characteristics_.

It appears as an unbalance voltage

at.;-.- tl'i~', ·~~:~p1ifie~ output, thereby introducing error.

The

:frequency response should be wide enough · for any practical
application~

Numerous d-e amplifiers satisfying these requirements
have been developed.

One which is particularly well suited

for application in the M.S.M. computer has been developed by

the Boeing Aircraft Corporation. (15) This ampl.i fier is
(15)

Boeing Airplane Company_, _Boeing El:eetronic Analog
Computer Maintenance Manual, O'B.-· cit • , p • 6.
·

compos·e d of two differential push-pull amplifier stages with
a

c~thod-e

£ollower out.put.

Regenerative feedback is usea:·

betwee.n the arnplifie'r stages £or high gain.

Drift due to

variati.ons in 'plate and filament voltages tend to cancel in
the push:pull arrangement used, Which also provides either
positive or ne.g :a ti-..e ga.in, for v.oltages o.f either - polarity.
The cathoa~ f'()11'ower Ql;l'tput

-st;age has two secti·o-n s·,.

One
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se.ction is use.d ·t or normal output loads·; or ·b oth are used in ·
parallel for large loads such as
a recording instrument.

s~veral

potentiometers or

The linear operating range of' this

amplifier is i50 volts and

~he

frequency response curve is

flat up to 3000 cycles per second.

It may be built very

economically of' easily obtained components.
A design similar to that of the Boeing amplifier was
adopted for use and is shown in Figure 9.

The resistors

were obtained 'With 11.0% tolerance, but this was reduced to
:l2% by calibration with a Wheatstone bridge.

Final accuracy

of ±1.% was obtained by matching the resistors of each amplifier.

The wattage rating of each resistor is at least twice

the actual wattage to reduce drift due to heating.

The bal-

ancing system of the amplifier was moved from the amplifier
unit for greater accessibility.

Its circuit is shown in

Figure 10.
To ful:fill the objective of a computer capable of' hand+ing a general fourth order linear dif£erential equation
with constant coefficients, seven operational amplifiers
are required.

As shown in Figure 11, four amplifiers are

required for int·e gration, one for sununation, and two for·
inversion.

Amplifier 2 could be used as a summing inte-

. d"x

grater and amplifier 1 eliminated J..£ Jt+

is not- required

:Cor record·i ng.
Input

~

Feedback Elements..

Input and feedback re-

sistors associated with the amplifiers were obtained with

:t.J.%

tol.e rance.

ance . to .t.O-. 2%. ~

Subsequent calibration reduced this toler- ·
One meg-ohm is ·used as t ·h e standard f'eed:-
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As-3

As-9
As-1

Figure 10. Amplifier balancing o1rou1t.

Figure 11. Block diagram of a tol.lrth order equation.

FIGURE 12: Top and Bottom Views of an Operational Ampli£ier

.

-· ·

'

..

-.

back resistance, · and four input· resistol'f!:": or 1 meg-ohm, ·tWo,:·
o:r

0.25m~g-ohm,

and one · or 0.1 meg-ohm are provided f'or

each · amplifier giving gains respectively· of _l, 4, and 10.
The number of input resistors for each gain was selected in
accordance with the relative amount o:f use expected.
Condenserswith polystyrene insulation are used as
feedback coridertsers.

The leakage resistance o:f these con-

densers is in the order of 106 meg-ohms at the expected
operating temperatures.

They will thus

gible leakage error to int·e gration.
tolerance of

±l%.

co~tribute

a negli-

The condensers have a
~-

Sizes' ·range form 0.001 microfarad to

1 micro-farad.

Coefficient Potentiometers.
of

helic~l · design

Ten-turn potentiometers

are used as coefficien't-\ potentiometers • .

These potentiometers have qualities ofhigh linearity, low
resolution, mechanical · ruggedness, and freedom from noise,
which are all desirable for this application.

The overall

resistance of the potentiometers is 50,000 ohms, which is
a compromise between .the high power requirf3ments of lower ·
resistance, and the larger loading error of higher resistance.

The potentiometers are rated at 4 watts and•their

calibration is accurate to within 1Q.l%.
meters were obtained.

Seven potentio-

Actually as many as nine potentio-

meters may be needed.for a general fourth order equation,
but most of the initial conditions are zero in practical
engineering problems which ·r educes the number·of potentiometers required.
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·Switching System.

The switc·h i-n g S1:St·e m controls the

It provides £or the appli.cation

operation o£ the computer.

of initial condition voltages to the feedback condensers
of integrating amplif'ie·r s while the computer is being reset.
After the feedback condensers are charged to their respective initial condition voltages, the switching system
simultaneously removes the charging s·ources and allows computation to start. · These operations are accomplished easily
with a relay circuit as shown in Figure 13 if the computer
is manually controlled.

In this circuit

s1

and

each half of a double pole, double throw relay.

s2

are

The coils

of the initial condition relays for all amplifiers may be
connected together in either a series or parallel arrangement and a single switch will t :h en control their action.
Switch

s2

is connected as shown in order to eliminate all

discharge paths for . the condenser, C, until computation is
started.
Additional factors must be considered if the solution
of a

probl~m

is to

repea~

fo;r repetitive operation.
inte~ittently

advantage

of

at t _h e

itself automatically as required
The relays must then be energiz.e d

d~sired

frequency of operation.

The

repetitive operation is that the solution may

be . seen on the screen o£ a cathode-ray oscillograph, so there must be synchronization between 'the sweep signal. o£
the oscillograph and the relay ·Q peration.
A circu-i t was designed to ,accomplish these requirements
p.s~ng ~.

thyratrons- to sWitch the

-~_p$ecte~ as shoWn _in Figure

init~al.

condition

relay.~- ·

15, the thyratnno. while
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d-e

Ampl1t1e

--.
Figure 13. Initial Condition o1rou1t.
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Rep._-~--------~
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F1gure . l4. oscillograph connections.
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Figure 15. Switching System C1roli1t
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firing, supply rectified 60 cycle current to the relay
coils.

The sawtooth voltage o£ the oscillograph is utilized

as the control signal for the thyratrons.
choice were that it is readily available

Reasons for this
~nd

that its use

will give absolute synchronization between the computing
and sweep cycles.

The sweep voltage in an oscillograph is

at a positive d-e level so a biasing circuit is needed.
By varying the amount of bias the division of the computing
cycle between reset and compute may be set as desired.

The

computing frequency is dependent upon the sweep frequ'ency
of the oscillograph, and may thus be varied by simply adjusting the sweep frequency controls.

Condenser C acts as

a filter for the rectifi"ed current through the relay coils,
and eliminates chatter.
A double pole switch is provided to change from manual to repetitive operation.

\'~ben·

half of this switch disconnects

th~

in the manual position,
grid signal, and the

other half connects the grids of the thyratrons to the
cathods.

The 2051 thyratrons used are of the negative grid

type, and will fire provided their plate circuit is not
broken.

Thus the compute-reset switch is the only

on their action.

co~trol

If the ·manual-repetitive switch is changed

to the repetitive position, and the compute-reset switch is
closed, the sweep voltage grid signal controls the firing
of the thyratrons.

This arrangement gives ultimate con-

trol of the computer operation to the

compute-r~set

switch,

with the repetitive manual switch determining the type of
operation.
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Oscillograph Recorder.

A DuMont oscillograph, model

304H, is used as the recording instrument.

This oscillo-

graph is equipped with d-e amplifiers, a 5 inch screen, and
has provision for the addition of external capacitance to
the sweep circuit so that very low sweep frequencies may be
obtained.

Utilizing this feature, the oscillograph and a

camera are used as a slow computer recorder in the absence
of a recording voltmeter.

Fast repetitive action leads to

inaccuracies from greater pickup and lower amplifier gain
at higher frequencies.

In order to avoid these errors a

long persistance cathode-ray tube was installed in the
oscillograph.

This tube gives a trace which remains visi-

ble for up to two seconds, ·so repetitive frequenc-ies in
the order of one to two cycles per second
tinuous picture.

~11

give a con-

'fuen ·the computer is used for manual

operation, the oscillograph is switched to driven sweep.
An external synchronization signal is applied by connecting
a d-e voltage to the external synch terminal through one
side of the double pole compute-reset switch, which will
start the sweep when the machine is switched to compute.
A diagram showing the oscillograph connections is given in
Figure 14.
Overload Indicator.

The Boeing amplifier has a visual

overload indicator incorporated in its design.

This in-

dicator consists of a ne-51 neon bulb connected between
one of the plates of the second amplifier stage and a reference voltage level near ground.

Upon proper setting of

this reference voltage level the gas bulb will break down
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and glow if the output voltage exceeds the reference by 55
volts in magnitude.

This overload indicator was considered

adequate for repetitive operation where the continuous
solution and overload lights may be watched simultaneously,
and was incorporated in the M.S.M. computer.
Vmen using manual operation, the solution occurs only
once, and an operator observing it might miss the blinking
of an overload light.
indicator was added.

In view of this an audio overload
Its circuit is given in Figure 16.

As overload may occur in either direction, a push-pull type
of amplifier is required to drive the indicator.

The change

in voltage across R

4 when overload occurs and the lamp is

conducting is available as a signal for the amplifier.
Reference voltage input will then be the voltage level at
a point between R4 and the lamp when the lamp is not conducting.

A constant voltage equal to this reference is

obtained by paralleling the voltage divider connected to
the lamp with another voltage divider equivalent to it.
Vfuen overload occurs and the lamp conducts, the voltage
drop across R4 changes by 2 volts with the direction of the
change depending upon the direction of the overload.

Con-

nected as shown, grid A becomes either 2 volts positive or
2 volts negative with respect to grid B.

This difference

is amplified and inverted by the first amplifier stage and
presented to the grids of the second stage.

An unbalance

of 15 volts then appears at the plates of this stage,
which
..
energizes the 2000 ohm 12 volt relay, thus switching on the

6.3 volt a-c bell.

The bell obtains its power from the

A

B

Ae-10

Ground

F1le.ment
Filament

-300 v.

t300 v.

F·i gure 16. OVerload Indicator Circuit
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FIGURE 17:

SWitching System Unit

FIGURE 18:

Overload In.d icator," Unit
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filament supply.

The overload amplifier uses the same

plate and filament voltages as the operational amplifiers.
Analysis of the overload indicators shows that a lamp
is required for each of the operational amplifiers, but
that the same audio indicator will serve all of them.
Power Requirements.

Principal power requirements of

the computer have·been outlined as consisting of plate voltage power supplies, a filament supply, and a voltage source
for initial conditions.

The power circuit is shown in

Figure 19.
Plate voltages required are +300 volts and -300 volts.
Each of the seven operational amplifiers will draw approximately 11 ma. of current and the overload draws approximately

15 rna., making the total load upon the plate voltage power
supplies in the range of 90 to 95

ma~

Power supplies which

furnish the plate voltages must be very well regulated and
have negligible ripple.

They must respond rapidly to changes

in load so that they will not hinder the frequency response
of the amplifiers.
Two excellent power supplies meeting these requirements
were available in the electrical engineering

laboratori~s

the university and were applied to the computer.

o£

They are

electronically regulated and are capable of supplying as
much as 200 rna. of current at 400 volts.

Connected in .

series, these power supplies easily furnish the required
voltage spread and current.
There are 25 tubes in the computer requiring filament
power.

Each tube draws .0.6 ampere of current at 6.3 volts,
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Figure 19. Power c1rou1t.
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which makes a total of 15 amperes to be supplied by the
filament transformer secondary.

Balance of the operational

amplifiers is very critical of filament heat, so the filament voltage must be constant.

Achievement of this is rela-

tively easy, however, because the filament load remains
constant.

A.ll0/6.3 volt filament transformer large enough

to carry all of the filaments is installed in the computer.
To eliminate changes in filament voltage,. drift in the
oscillograph recorder, and to ease the regulation required
of the plate voltage supplies, all of which might be caused
by fluctuation in the line voltage, an electronic voltage
regulato~

is used to feed the entire computer installation.

This type of regulator was chosen as it is insensitive to
changes in line frequency, which often occur.
Forty-five volt "B" batteries are installed to supply
initial condition voltages and step input driving functions.
Two batteries are necessary, as voltages of either polarity
may be required.

Batteries are adequate for this appli-

cation as the power requirements are small.

The maximum

load upon a battery would be four initial conditions and a
driving function, which would place five coefficient potentiometers in parallel across it.

The maximum load current

would then be approximately 5 rna., resulting·in long life
for the batteries.
Voltmeter

~

Control Panel.

A 100 micro-ampere meter

movement is permanently installed in the computer for use
as a voltmeter.

The movement is of the zero center type so

that voltages of either polarity may be read without any
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switching being necessaey·• Voltag$ ranges : having ·r ullscale deflections of 1, 5, 10, 50,. and 100 volts are provided.
As the movement requires 50 micro-amperes for a zero to full
deflection, it results in a 20,000 ohms per volt voltmeter.
The .t. terminal of the voltmeter is connected to a multiposition switch which places the meter across the output or
any amplifier, across the batteries, or out to two external
terminals, simply by rotating the switch.
The meter, with its associated switches and terminals,
is placed on a control panel along with the control switches
of the computer.

These include the re.s et-compute switch,

the repetitive-manual switch, and the battery on-off switch.
Connections to the components. on the control panel are shown
in Figure 20.
Patch Panel.

All points requiring interconnection in

setting up a problem on the compute.r are brought out to
t .e rminals on the patch panel.

This greatly facilitates the

wiring procedure of a problem, which is accomplished by
making connections between closely located jacks using pre•
pared leads.

The circuit and layout of terminal blocks

associated with amplifiers, coefficient potentiometers, and
the batteries are shown in Figure 21.

Input resistors of

the amplifiers are permanently connected between the amplifier input terminals and grid te.r minals.

Feedback elements

may be mounted on · prepared double-plug units and easily
plugged in between the grid and output terminals.
General Layout and Construction..

The entire computer

installation, · excluding t-he . plate voltage.-.power supplies,.
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Battery
Coefficient
Poter:tiometer

Amplifier
Figure 21. Representative Terminal Blocks on Patch Panel
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the voltage regulator, and the recording device, is included
within an enclosed cabinet type relay rack.

The front of

the cabinet, which is shown in Figure 22, is divided into
panels containing the various controls used in operating
the computer.
load lights.

At the top is the panel containing the overThis is followed by the coefficient potenti-

ometer panel.
panel.

Below, at a convenient height, is the control

Below this is the patch panel, with the lowest panel

containing the amplifier balancing controls.
An inside view of the back of the computer is given in
Figure 23.

The upper shelf contains the switching circuit

and the overload circuit, and operational amplifiers occupy
the lower shelves.

The third shelf down also contains the

switching relays.

The positions of all units on the shelves

were picked to make leads as short as possible.

Any of

these units except the relays may be unplugged and removed
for maintenance.

The shelves are also removable to allow

access to the back sides of the pan€ls.

Terminal strips

for the · power inputs are mounted in back of the bottom panel
which is blank in front.

Power cables go from these termi-

nals to each of the amplifiers.

The bottom of the cabinet

holds the filament transformer and the batteries.

The ll;PPer ~

outlet on the back of the cabinet contains Leads going to
the oscillograph, and the _lower ·contains the power inputs to
the computer. _
'·

All leads carrying signal_ currents between · the v~riou~L'

panels and units of the: computer are of shielded c._a ole to
'.

prev:;nt error from being introduced by.' pici,cup.

This cable
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has a capacitance to ground of

25~~f.

per foot, which will

contribute negligible loss at the low computing frequencies
used.

FIGURE 22:

Front View of Computer

I .

FIGURE 23:

Back View of Computer
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST .RATA
In order to determine the limitations of the computer
operation and the accuracy to be expected under various
operating conditions several tests were undertaken.

These

include an amplifier frequency response and a summing cir ...
cuit drift and linearity check.

Several recorded solutions

of the second order check problem discussed in an earlier
section are shown.
Frequency Response.

The input function which is used

most frequently in computer analysis is a suddenly applied ·
constant voltage.

For a repetitive type operation this

function is applied during the compute condition and is removed during the reset condition.

The function may be

approximated by the square wave as· shown in Figure 24.
Fourier series expansion for

t~is

The

function is

-

h-l3S.Jl··~
I
~
~

(18)

where n is the order of the harmonic, and f, the frequency
of the fundamental component, is defined by the equation

f
t

2

=

(19')

_I

t.

being the period of the square wave.

The amplitude of

the higher harmonic terms decreases as n increases according
to the. !actor ~ •

I f an amplifier wiU reproduce this

.f unction accurately it will reproduce most other functions

_encountered in practical analysis since their harmonic
con~ent

is..'. usually less than that of a .square wave.
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If the · condition that. the amplifiers~. reproduce· the . nth

harmonic with less than fivepercent atnp'litude _distortion
. is arbitrarily_ imposed, · then .t he upper frequency may be considered as 2000 cycles per second for a gain qf·. one (See
Figure 26) • If the additional condition that the magni"t{ude
th~n

of the nth harmonic component be le.s s

one-half percent

is imposed, then the minimum value of n may · be calculated as
t1 -

I

1r(0.~1J5")

;;l

(20)

I

The maximum frequency of the fundamental component of
the square wave will then be

F==

,:? IJ II

tJ

I:Jt

= IS:'

( 21)

C:Jc.les per s· t!~ 1111 J

This frequency is somewhat higher than the repetitive
frequency at which the computer will be normally operated,
hence little difficulty will be experienced because of
amplifier frequency limitations.
Drift . Test.

One of the most troublesome problems en·

countered in the use of d-e amplifiers is the drift problem~

Factors such

as

filament voltage variations and

ambient .temperature change will cause ·the amplifier output
voltage to . vary . in a random manner. ·The effects of these
fact·o~s

were m-inimized . by _the use of a well regulated .volt-

age -supply and

b~

s~able

placing the -eomputer .in a thermally

environment.
A drift response ·was made tq determine the seri'ousness:.
'

'

'

)

'•

'

.

·.

of the dri.ft problem, and to . estimate · the e:r rors-' wfti.c h.·mi_ght,::
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be expected over an operating time of one hour.

The block

diagrams of the amplifier as used in the drift response is
shown in Figure 25{a) and Figure 25{b).

In Figure 25(a)

the amplifier is connected with a load R =50,000 ohms and a
1
voltmeter, which simulates a normal amplifier load. After
a ·t en minute warm up period the output voltage was found to
vary approximately one millivolt per hour.

Considering that

the normal operating range of the amplifier is fifty volts,
it can be seen that the drift problem is not serious.
Figure 25{b) is a block diagram of the amplifier· in
the balance condition.

R and R2 are feedback resistors
1
which give the amplifier an overall gain in the balance
position of approximately 100, thereby allowing the balance
to be adjusted with good accuracy.

A plot of

tl}~

drift in

output voltage for the balance condition is shown in Figure 2
Linearity Test.

The accuracy of a summing circuit is

dependent to a large extent upon the accuracy and stability
·of ·t he resistors used in the summing circuit and to a lesser
degree upon the amplifier gain characteristics.

To insure

that the amplifiers were normally operating in_their linear
range a linearity test was made.
From the test data plotted in

~igure

28 it can be seen

that the deviation from linearity over the normal operating
range of plus and minus 50 volts is small.

In fact, the

deviations may be unavoidable errors . in reading the voltmeters accurately.
Second Order Check Problem.

A convenient method of

checking a computer to determine if it is operating properly
is to compare a solution obtained on the computer with one which
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is known to be correct.

A probl,em which is frequently used

for this purpose is the second order equation described in
a preceding section.

For the test undertaken, an undamped

natural frequency of four cycles per second

w~s

chosen.

With k::~ 2 , equation (9) then becomes

~to2o<{r1')~

+- {!tr) ...x = (ttr} ..

or

( 22)

cJ,,( ~;/~ _/ ~
J t -z,
Jf,
I

,,-,

0{

+

I~ 11'"

1' = 6 'Iff

"1-

Solutions of this equation obtained on the computer
are shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29(a) is a record of the

quantity (k/~ 2 -x) versus time for a=0.4.

The bright dots

along the upper reference line are timing marks obtained by
means of a square wave generator synchronized with the 60
cycle power supply; hence, the time interval between each
succeeding mark is 1/60 second.

A comparison ofthis so-

lution with one obtained by Brown and Campbell (16) shows
(16)

Brown and Campbell, Principles of Servomechanisms, .
N. Y., Wiley, p. 55 {1948).

that the maximum amplitu(ie of the firs.t oscillation is 1.2·1 ·
times the steady state value whereas Brown and Campbell
obtain a value of 1.25.

The time necessary to reach the

steady state value .on the first oscillation is 0.092 seconds
or ( 2n) (4) ( 0 .092~ 2.30 units in dimen-s ionless time.

This

compares favorably with the value of 2.18 obtained by Brown
and Campbell.
Figure. 29(b) is a record of ·x versus time for the same

FIGURE 29(a) :

Oscillogram of the quantity (~/{3 2 -x)~· versus
time for a = 0.4

FIGURE 29{_b) :

Oscillogram of x versus time for

a.

= 0.4
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FIGURE 29(c):

Oscillogram of the quantity (k/~2-x)
for a c 0
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. conditions used in obtaining Figure 29(a) •

In servcmecha-·

nism analysis X would normally represent· . the controlled··
variable whereas {k/!) 2-x) would represent the error. Either
quantity may be readily recorded if the probl.em is s.e t up
as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 29(c) is a solution obtained for the condition
a= 0.

Refering to equation 10 it may be seen that the so-

lution should be a sustained oscillation of the form

X = C,

c.~s (ttr)

t

(23) .

having an undamped natural frequency of 4 cycles per second.
The measured value of the undamped -natural frequency
was found to be 3.75 cycles per second which is in error by

6.25%. · The amplitude of the oscil1ation decreased to 86 per
cent of its original value after 3 cycle'S of oscillatio.n.•
Conclusions.

From the results obtained in Figure 29(c),

it can be seen that the amplitude error will in general increase with time.

Fortunate·ly, however, the portion of the

solution which is of most interest in transient analysis is
the first part.

Consequently, errors of this type are not

as serious as they might seem.

The timing error could pro..,

bably be decreased somewhat if other ·means of recording the
solution were available, since some distcrtion is present
. because of the non linear oscilloscope sweep and the curvature of the cathode ray tube.

Errors in the order of one

percent .may be caused by variations in the frequency of
the 6o cycle power supply.
At the time .the oscillograms were recorded, the pre-
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cision polystyrene capacitors were not available, so high
quality mica capacitors were substituted.

It is probable

that the errors obtained would have been materially reduced
if polystyrene capacitors had been used.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Application of Power.

To energize the computer, 115

volts a-c must be applied to the filament transformer,
switching circuit, and power supplies.
also requires 115 volts a-c.

The oscillograph

All of these units are sup-

plied through the voltage regulator.

Before energizing the

power supplies the plate voltage switches should be placed
in the off position.

The filament transformer and switc.hing

circuit are supplied by a single cord attached to the power
plug at the rear of the computer.
Ground potential throughout the computer will be that
of the minus terminal on the power supply used for obtaining
+300 volts.

This terminal is connected to the plus termi-

nal of the -300 volt power supply, which then places its
minus terminal below ground.

As the chassis of the power

supplies are connected internally to their minus terminals,
the chassis of the -300 volt power supply will also be below ground.

Therefore, extreme care must be used to see

that this chassis is not contacted by anything at ground
potential, or touched by anyone in contact with ground.
~300

The

volt, -300 volt, and ground leads from the power plug

of the computer may then be connected to their proper terminals on the power supplies, which completes the power
circuit.
After all power connections have been made, the voltage
regulator may be switched on, and the filament switches on
the power supplies turned on.

A period of 1 minute should
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be allowed for filament warmup before the plate voltages .
are applied.
Adjustment of Operational Amnlifiers.

Before the oper-

ational amplifiers may be adjusted, knowledge of their locations and the locations of their corresponding controls
and outlets on the front of the computer is necessary.
Facing the back of the computer, ampl'ifiers 2 and 4 are
found on the second shelf from the to.p , from left to right.
On the third shelf are amplifiers 5 and 3; on the fourth
shelf, amplifiers 10 and 8; and on the bottom shelf, to the
right, is amplifier 9.

Looking at the front of the computer,

the balance-operate switches in the top row, from left to
right, correspond to amplifiers 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the
bottom row of switches correspond to amplifiers 8, 9, and
10.

This intermittent numbering system was adopted to allow

switches for additional amplifiers, when added, to be placed
at the ends of the rows.

Overload lights and patch panel

terminal blocks of the amplifiers are in the same corresponding positions on their respective panel·s.
An operational amplifier is balanced and its bias is
adjusted while its balance-operate switch is in the balance
position.

This connects a resistive feedback loop to the

amplifier that gives it a gain of 100, maki:ng the adjustments highly sensitive.

Balancing is accomplished by adjust-

ing the screw-adjust potentiometers adjacent to the balanceoperate switch.

The upper potentiometer gives coarse

adjustment and the lower potentiometer gives fine adjustment.
The degree of balance may be read on the voltm_e ter by switch-
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ing it to the number of the amplifier being balanced.

The

highest range of the voltmeter should be used for initial
balancing.

If balance cannot be achieved using the full

range o.f the controls, T ( I•'igure 9) should be replaced. If
1
balance is still unattainable, R or R20 should be shunted
17
with a very high impedance res~stor. The direction of the
. unbalance will determine which of these resistances should
be shunted.
The bias adjustment is checked by plugging an auxiliary voltmeter into thebalance terminals provided on the
amplifier chassis.

Potentiometer P2 is the bias control.
Its adjustment will change the balance adjustment, and· vice-

versa.

Therefore, these adjustments must . be made alternately

lltntil zero bias and zero balance readlngs occun simultaneously.
readings

The adjustments should be close enough to give zero
on the 10 volt ranges of the voltmeters • . After

the bias adjustment is thus made, the balance should be ;.
further adjusted until a zero reading is obtained on the 1
volt range of

the . yoltmeter~

The amplifiers should have at

least a half hour warm-up period with both plate and filament
vol'&age~

on before

~djustments

are made·.

Gain adjustment is made with pQt.e ntiome_ter P •

The

1
clockwise (intro- ·.

gain should be increased · by turning P
1
ducing more resistance in the circuit) until the amplifier
tends to be unstable and will not balance properly.

When

this condition is reached P should be .turned back slightly
1
until the ampli'fier again r~act·s normally. · This · ~b'Ould be
·c hecked by connecting a

fe~dback cond~n·ser

with · ¢?-pacitance ·
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in the order of 0.01 micro-farads between

a grid

terminal

and the top output terminal of the amplifier and switching
it to compute and reset several times.

There should be no

tendency of the output to jump under this condition.

When

the gain is properly adjusted the amplifier will not drift
if an extremely small step input is integrated to about 10
volts, and the input is .then removed while the amplifier
is left computing.

Drift towards zero indicates that the

gain is too low, and drift away from zero indicates that
the gain is too high.

The amplifiers must be balanced per-

fectly while this test is being made.

If proper gain can-

not be achieved using the full range of the control, T
2
should be replaced. If the . gain is still too high, R24
should be shunted by a high impedance resistor.
gain is _too

lo~

If the

a low .impedance . resistance should be added

in series with R24 •
Bias and gain adjustments , ·once properly made, need
only be checked at intervals of about a month.

Re-balancing,

however, is required at frequent intervals, and should be
done every 10 to 20 minutes while the computer is in use.
Adjustment of .Overload·. Circuit.

Adjustment of the

overload circuit should be made· when none of the overload
lamps are conducting current.

The reference voltage may be

adjusted by placing a voltmeter between the grids of T1
(Figure 16) and adjusting P until a z.e ro reading is ob., ,
1

tained.

A zero reading on the voltmeter should

the~

be

obtained between the grids . of T2 -~y adjusting P ,. Finally,
2
p.3 should be adjusted to give a zero . re~ding across the
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relay coil.

If adjustment. of

~~

2 . .o~e~ . its

·e :ntire range doe·s

not giye the desired result, it should either be ·shunted
wi-t h a

h~gh ~mpedance

resistor, or. a · low . impedance .resisto.r·

should be added in series with it. · If

adjus~ment.

of Pj

over its entire range does not give the desired result,_ R
11
should either be shunted with a high i~pedance resistor, -or
a low impedance resistor should be added in series .with it.
vllien the overload circuit is properly adjusted,

t~e ·

bell will ring if an amplifier is overloaded in either
direction.

The overload circuit should require no further

attention unless a tube must be replaced, necessitating re•
adjustment.
Adjustment

2.£

Switching Circuit.

Proper operating

voltage across the coils of. the . switching _relays is obtained
The
relays are rated.
at 6
.
.
1
volts, hencea potential of approximatel.y 50 volts. is re- ·

by adjusting P . (Figure 15);.

quired across all eight in series.

a d-e

.

.

This may be read .with
~

'.

. ' '·· '

'. .

1

voltmeter when. the compute-reset switch is in the

compute position.

The setting of P · determ;i.nes how the com2
·puting cycle is divided between its reset and compute
portions.

The division being obtained may be seen on the

oscillograph with the machine s·w itched to

~epetitive

com-

pute and .an amplifier output co.D.nected to ;the y-axis deflection plates.
General Opera.t ing

Information~ .

The location of · con- ·· ·

trols and terminals of the · computer. has ~. been given
.

~reviouslr

.

except for the coeff.'icient, :~ potenti~m~t~~s: and t -h e:lr corres-:
ponding terminals on the patch board, . and-: the.:' patch !?oar~
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terminals for the

batte.riea~.

All of these terminals are

found in the central block of the patch panel.

The first

four vertical columns of this block correspond to the top
row of coefficient potentiometers, going from left to ri-ght
in each case.

The next five columns are battery terminals.

The top and bottom rows of these columns are busses for the
outputs of the batteries.

The top row is connected to the

f45 volt battery, and the bottom row i ·e connected to the
-45 volt battery.

The next three .v ertical columns corres-

pond to the bottom row of coeffic.ient potentiometers,
left ·to right in each case.
has no connections.

f~Qm

The last column to the right

The amplifier ternii.nal block to the;

right in the bottom row is also blank, as are the overload
light and balance-operate switch corresponding t·o it.

It

may be noted that all black terminals are ground connections,
and that red denotes input
pu~ terminals.

termin~ls

and green denotes out-

Initial condition terminals a~d the - batt~~Y

terminals are yellow.
Initi~l conditions must be supplied t .o. all integ~ating . ·

· amplifiers,- and are connected to the initial condition t- e.rxn~
the - initia~ cond~ 

inals • . If the initlal condition is zero,

ition ,terminal must be ·grounded to . give th~ feedback ~or!~
"1.'.

denser a . dis charge path during _z:-ese-t • · Feedback cqndense.r.s
must· always be connecte4 between· the top

~plifier ~utp~~ 

terminal and a grid terminal as the_ lower -output termillals,
; ,

.

are ·isolated from ' the initial condition circuit. _~~--~and inverting amplifiers do ,_ not requ~re 1nitiai ._c :onditionsi,

and their feedback resistors are pre-f erably connected to a
lower output terminal which ,.g ives continous feedback to the
amplifier.
When manual operation is used, the

oscillog~aph

switched to driven sweep and external synch.

is

External cap-

acitance to slow down the sweep is added between the sawtooth test signal terminal on the oscillograph and· a ground
terminal.

For repetitive operation the oscillograph is

switched to recurrent sweep and line synch.

If the trace

does not exactly repeat itself, the synch amplitude may be
adjusted or the vernier frequency control adjusted slightly.
A restriction on the division of the computing cycle

between its reset and compute periods must be considered
for higher repetitive frequencies.
see that the reset period is

or

Care nnist be taken to

sufficient duration to allow

the feedback condensers to become fully charged.

A simpli-

fied circuit of the application of an initial condition :Ls .
shown in Figure JO(a).

The voltage source and potentio-

meter may be replaced by a Thevenin's equivalent circuit
as in Figure 30(b).

The time cons.t ant of the circuit will

then be

~

= K(I-K)RC..

The potentiometer setting

res\ll.~ing

(24)
in maximum (may be

found from this expression by s.ettlng its derivitive with
respect to K equal to zero.
equal 0.5, and

l ·rQm· this X will be found to
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(1 - K)R
E

R
KR

~c

(a)

r=K(l - K)R

(b)

· F1gure 30. S1mpl1f1ed 1n1t1al conditions o1rou1t.
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(25)

The value of R is

;o,ooo

ficient potentiometer.

ohms, the resistance of a coef-

Hence, if alp£. condenser is

u~ed,

the time constant will be
( 26)

Five time constants are required for the condenser to charge
to within 1% of its steady state value, so the reset portion
of the compute cycle fo.r this case must be at least .0625
seconds in duration.

At a repetitive frequency of 4 cycles

per second this would amount to one fourth of the cycle.
A desirable division of the computing cycle would then be
one third for reset and two thirds. for compute.

A quick

estimation of the minimum reset period required for each
problem may be made if it is thought that this might become
a source of

error~

Procedure

£2!: Setting Y.E. A. Sample Problem. The pro-

cedure for setting up the second order problem discuss-e.d
previously .shall now be considered.

Equation ( 22) stat'e.s

this problem and Figure 8 shows it.s block diagram.
The first step in setting this problem up on the
machine is the transforming of its equation to an equivalent
machine equation in which the coefficients are re.aliza\b le.•
Equation (22) becomes, with the
a.

coeffi~ients

combiaed and

= 1,
( 27)
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Coefficients of the machine equation should preferably be
in the order of' 1 or less for greater accuracy.
the coefficient of

ff£

Therefore

should be reduced by a factor of

ahout 50, and the coefficient of x should be reduced by a
factor in the order of 1000.

This may be accomplished by

choosing appropriate sizes i'or the integrating condensers.
Recalling that the transfer function of an integratqr is,

from equation (3) ,

X, == - K,;.
__!__
c

f·.

X~·-. . d t .

it may be seen that for a 0.02 mf' condenser and a 1 meg-ohm
resistor,

-so
dx__
· Jt
Thus

= - a__!_

./.. ··

oOi.

( 28)

501: will be obtained at the output of amplifier 1.
¥: .·

must be fed back to the input of this amplifier
.t
the coefficient becomes 50 • 24 = 1.005. Using the same
50
procedure to reduce the coefficient of x, a .05 l1f condenser

As !50. 24

and a 1 meg-ohm resistor give,

~" X = -

_
. L.

~,tJ.s-

;

.

··. ·

-!k
J r ·dt:

( 29)

As 50 ~ was fed into the integra ter, 20 ( 50x) or lOOOx

will appear at the output, and the coefficient becomes

1

g66 or 0.631.

Analysis of the method of generating each

term will show that the constant term will be operated on
by the same .factor operating on the coefficient o.f x.

the input in feedback components given, the machine
equation becomes

For
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(J.OJ
where x == X and t ,= T .•.. Capital l ·e tters ., according to con-

ve.n tio:n, are used to denote mac.h ine. var,i ables.
'Wiring may- be accomplished easily with. the aid of - the
blo-ck d.i agram,_ and consists of merely c·hoosing amplifiers

and -c oeffic.:i ent po-t entiometers to repr-esent the blocks

or

the diagram and making the indicated connect·i ons on the
As the multiplica.t ion factor of a.

paten pane-1 .

pot-entio~

meter cannot be greater than l, ; ; . must. be fed back on a
gain of 4, making the coefficient

1

·f~

• 0.2$1..

.L oad:iilg

·c orrect.ions for the potentiometers must be t·aken. into
consideratio.n , wni.ch :wil.l. make the a.ctual setting f'or this
p¢tentiometer 0. 2.59.

Pot·e ntiomet.er loading correc.t -$ on

fact{)rs. for gains: o,£.- 1 ., 4, and 10 may be obtained f .ro;m
Appendix· A.

The pot.e.n tiometer setting :r.o r the coeff.ic.i ent

of' X wJ..ll accor-d ingly be •.6J7 •. The constant input to the

inverter is accomplished by using a battery and a ·coefficient potentiometer.

The sett.i ng of this p.otentiomete:r is

dependent only on k.e eping; the amplifiers within ·t heir

linear limits.

A setting of

o~

.•5. would

cause the solution,

X, to osc·i llate around 22 .• 5. volts which is- a ·d esirable
·r an_ge ·o:r operation.
Assum.in~

that the c.omput.e r installation has beeon .s et

up and that the initial ad:justrnents have been made -a s de$""'

cribed previously, the computer is now ·r eaqy to be put
into operation.

Thi.s is done by switching the amp-li.f 'iers
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being used t ,o ·O·p erat.e , switching on tbe ba:bt·e'r .i es, setting
the r .e pe.t i.t .i v·e ...manual sw!teh to the desir·e d t ·y pe of

ape~

atio.n, an<! .f i.nall.y· throwing the compute ....rese.:t awi:tch ·t o

compute .

The autpu:t of eaeb amplifier sh.o uld be ·c heck:e d

to see· that an appreci.a b·l e outpu.t voltage ia. being obtained
I.t

th~.s

i .s . not. the c;as:e the ooef:fi·c ient:s should he .j uggl.e d

unt:i ,l .a t lea:st half ·o f the a.vail·a b:le ·r ange

This re:$U.lt.s in

gre~:te·r

1~

ttt'i lia.ed.

a..ecuracy as was .discussed 'before.

Solutions of· tlle problem f 'o r ot:he.-r· valu:a s of a. may be o"b-

tained b.y a·i-mply eha;.ng·t ng the se·t t1I1g· of th.e po·te..n t.i .ome·t er

r .

d~.

g1ving the coei!i.cient of J:
• i

;;J.
. T

The sett1ngs ot both the

potent:l.o-meter
and the l potent;lom&ter must be changed
.: ··· · · . ..... .. ·.

to ob:tain ,s o:l utions of the pro·b lem f ·o r ditte,rent
f'~e,quene. tes

with ·• :remaini~g aons"tiant .•

114\~u·ral
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·..rne sol.utioll of sece.J.Dd o:r.d·e r diff.t u:ential equati-o ns

e'neou.nterea. in senomeeha..111sms analysis· and. de.sigtt :m.ay be
carried -o·u t b:r routine
bu~

meth.od.~

wit.b out .g r:e at; di£t1culty.,

as the order of the eq'Uat.i ons $Jl.¢ 0Ut4tered inerea.se$ 'the

task of cal.c u.lating tbe soluti·o n by nume:r1eal metn04$ ·b e·
come:s exeliedingly la.bo;riQus.

lt is 111 the solu:t.i on of t.hese

higher order equations. that t:ne analog.· e()mputer find.-$ its

greate·s t.- u•e li•. A · fourth ord$., . d..i ft·e:rential equat.ion was

cbp-s.e·n to .i .l lus.t rate the. usf!fU.1l.ness of the

compu~e.r ·

iD

solving b1gbe;:r order eq\lat.i ,o na ·r o.r the £oll.owi.n g . re.a son.s ::
1..

A .fourt.b order equation

1~s

t .h e highe,s .t . order wbi.e h
pr~se:nt ~ime .•

the Q:o mputer ia :C apabl-e ·af $Ol.v ing at t ·he.

2.

A solutiio,n o.f tbe· problem

~hich

-c .o·u .ld b·e us·e·d. as a

eh.ack ;wa.s availab.l e in. the Lite.r atu-r e •.
The probl.el.tl e.h.ose.n nas been solv.e:d by B.row:n and Ca:mpbe.ll

in tit.tl.i r ·tE:l.¥ t

Oil.

servomec.ban1sms (l 6) •

det•.n n1ning the t .r a.nsient

servomeehani.sm having

resp·on~S:e

t~he· t~ansfer

It consi.s ts ·o f

or a. u:r iity feedback:
.function

where lit is. th:e .ix.>:put ., 60 i .s the

out-pu~,

Laplace

e.quat.1.o~n

~op.e:raiior.

Expandi.n g the

the terms we .o l;lt.a in

an.d s is the·
.and r -e arrang'ing
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Rewriting the equation in differential- form for convenience,

~·hi'5S'~" + llua~l.!J·+.ar,,.,'l~~+nlll'4C¢1•s'IJ•~~

(.33)

s -o lving for the highest orde·r term,

~= _[

J-t*

JJ4/tJ .. · ·.· ,J~
.
. . ..
.
.,-j.34}
e~Jt-' rii'JS"t> tr- -1:21SU#:S~t;J + SX/4'{6./f;)--

11

FolloV'ling the same procedure us.e d in the solution of the
second order proble.m, t .he seale fact.o r equations may be

written as follows:

- J•e.
Jti:"
d;)••

d-t'

-

J·•·e.(t)
dt

~a-·.. o.-·- .. J 3e4'&J
Jt'

.._

(35}

4

(..36)

J

4"8. - -:IS: aao r:ratt;
d t~
.~ · ·
CJ r-..

d-IJ,.. --dt

(37)

1~-(tJ

(38)

-e. -- - s-·till' etlt)

( .39)

5'

'It: Jgli

•=

(40)

Substituting th-e se values into equation (34) gives the

machine · equation,

~ · a~_. ._. !'- : == _.:~..-.- ila.,.,,,,.,
J_-w_." .,..:t,s!!fJ_
•_ -_·, ._ s..·-~
'
"
_
6
_
_-_.··. (4-l>·
J. t ~~~~·· J C"' T .XII' IF"+1:1. · ·••- "Ail)
100

3
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_Jf-§
J(+

JZI

::: Q.GJDJ::

11.

+Cl733~t'~+tJ.S"t01: +eft- 61..:

2
(4- )

The black diagram :for t 'h is equa."&.i on is shown in Figure Jl.
o,scil~ogram

Tbe

of the computer $Olution for equati.on

(ir2) is shown in Figure Jj (.a) •

A ·c omparison of this so-

lut,ion wit.h the one obtained by Brown and
marized i;tt 1'able 1.

Ca11pbel~

i ,s , aum-

The quantities listed re.fer t .o · F·i gure 32.

The -agra.e ment between the two solut.ions is rather

good considering that it was necessary to subastitute mica
eapacitors f ·o r the h.i gh qu.a .lity pol.ystyrene ca.pac1to:r·s whicb
were not available.

The largest errors,. which were in the

time· meaaurements, e·o ul.d probably be ·r educed somewhat b,-

t.he use

or

other recordiJJg c·e vic:e e.

Figure 3.3 (-b.) i .s . an oscillogram o£ the solution obtained.
Qll

the computer £or vari.ou$ values of the gain constant K.

T'be value of I f'o·r the overd.a.mped solution was 3Xl04.

The

TABLE I
Item

Brown and Campbells
Solution

tl

0.1:25 sec.

't2

Computer
s ,o lution
0 •.133 see.

6.0

0.208 sec.

4.0

5·5
6.5

t.)

0.)15 sec.

. 0 .33.3 se;c.

t

0 .;oo sec.

O.S.J3 sec.

1.27· e

1

1.24

81.

e1

0.9.3

e1

4
a.

0.92

Percent
Difference

1.0

~3

a
rJ t'

A
dt 1

~

dt~

LA

1

.tU1.

.do

- ·d ta

d't

1

-~

1

1

dt
._._

d't;
d

tM

Figure 31.

Block Diagram for equation (42).

Fi.gure 32.

Plot of computer solution of equation (42).

e,
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F.IGVRE 33(a) ·:. Oscillogram of computer solution of equation (42)

FIGUBE, :33 (.blr:; :. Osciilograms : illustrating .the effect of
v.aryin~ · the: ,~ain

:c onsta:n t K

&
_· .·.

tS

i .n:t·ermed;i:ate

so~lut;ton

F1gQ.l?e 3.3 (!a) .,
. ·e.
·e
. B.:$.

is fs:r .K

= 5xl04, 'Idle .s ,ame as .t ur·

The. mo-s t o.,s .c.Ula.t :o:r y solu:t.i on

!~

f .o r the

v.a_.·_. .._,:··~.·~ •.
,1\;;

.A..:L~

Selection of t :b .e. ept,imum ga.t.n eonat.ant. !:or the desired
type

ot :r espol1se

chang~ng.

may 'b e made ia e. matt.e.r · of· minute& -1p:y

the -d i.a l

set~t. ing

on o.ne eoet£i·o tent _p ote:n t1o·•

mete:r _. !fhe uh:ree :o urv:e s. sb-own i :n

F'i~re

13(bJ wf$!re t1i"""

-c or·d e4. wit-h in a p'Qr·i od o£. l$:$ S ·t han £iv:e minutes by
m~thod.

~hi.s
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The present computer unit was constructed vlith the
expectation that it would be expanded to include 12 operational amplifiers and 18 potentiometers at some later
date.

Provisions were also made for the addition of an

independent power supply.

Other auxiliary equipment which

could be added to obtain a more versatile computer installation include a limiter· unit, a direct-inking type recorder,
a multiplying unit, and a non-linear function generator.
A brief discussion of eacp unit follows.
Amplifiers.

The seven operational amplifiers in the

present.computer have operated without difficulty and it
is recommended that the-additional units be constructed
identical.to the present units.

Some saving in cost of

construction could be realized if the additional amplifiers
were permanently connected as surmning amplifiers or inverters since no additional switching relays vlould be necessary for these amplifiers.

The seven amplifiers in the

present unit could perform all necessary integrations if
this plan v-1ere followed.
would reduce the

It is believed that this plan

flexib~lity

of the computer to only a

slight degree.
Potentiometers.

The addition of eleven potentiometers

identical to the seven in the present unit is recommended.
Pow·er Supply.

The two laboratory d-e povJer supplies

used with the present computer unit are quite satisfactory
from an operational standpoint, although it is necessary

to exerc.i $e extre·me caution when work.l ng ar-ound t .be.m as.
the chass·i s of one s·u pply mus:t be: ma.i:nta.i,ne.d at a .P ote.:ntia.l of 300 volts with r$speet t o

ground .~

To eliminate

this hazarcl a.n d provicle a mo:re compact computer u.ni.t it.
is re:comm.ended t .h at a we.ll ~egul.at·ed d -c ·p ovre.r s.u p ply
capable of s:u pplying plus and mi.n us .300 volt:s at a current
of 200 mill.i amperes be i.nstalled in the · lowe.:r portion of
tbe computer cabinet·.

Limit·e rs .~
solution of

The add.i tion o£ a .l intite.r -v.rould perm.it the

w~.ny

non-linear problems sueh as simu.l a..t i:.ng

amplifi.e r saturat.i on c:h aractet$iatics •

Such device.s . are.

:r·elq.t.ively ·i nexpe·ns·i ve and .are: easy to eo.n.s truct using
.. . •·.' l'' es (17)
we 11
·· . k nown prJ.ncJ.p
·
•
( 1?}·

.I·1edk.e f£ and Parent, Op !(j:: .tt., P'P . 913-915.

Rea.o·rder.

The addition ol' a

di~·ect

inking type re-

corder v1ould provide a mor.e accura_.t e and more rapid means
O'f recording the co:m puter solutions.
c~apa:'ble:.

11.tach,i nes of this type,

o:f: recording four variGl..b les simultaneouslj.t at

f 'r e·q uenc.ies up to 100 cycl.e s per· seco.n d are availaJo.l e.
~NI-ultiplie.r.

Two t 'y pes of multiplie.r s in wide us·e to•

day are 't he servo,-mult.iplier and t ,he electronic· mult.i pli.er.

The se.r vo-multiplier cons.·is.ts of a potent.iomet.er driven by
a two-phase servamo·t or i ,n which tb:e · pot.entiometer ··angular

di.e pl.a ce1nent ts proport,i .Q nal to on.e in.p ut voltage.

The

-othe:r input voltage is applie.d to. t,he potentiometer there·by
giving an output voltage proportional to t .he produ.e t,
two input voltag.es-

a·r

the

The .s ervo-multi.p li.e r· is limi.t ed to low
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f'requency applications. · Higher frequency. multip.l ic.at.io.n
of vo:ltages requires the use of e-l ect:ronio multiplier$. .
.F unction Generators_.

Problems .requiring the gener-

ation of any non-linear function may be handled with
var:i.ous types of function generators.
the tapped potent:iometer

motor in . the same manner

~hich

as

th~

One simple type is

is driven by a tv.lo-phase

servo-multiplier.

A· some-

what mor-e elaborate function gen.e :r·ator may be constructed
using

mas~ed

type of

(18)

cathode ray tube.

multipli~er

A good

d~·scription

is gi.ven by Korn &nd Korn . ·( lB) •

Korn and Korn, Op. cit., pp. 24S-Z5l.

of this
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APPENDIX A
Coefficient Potentiometer Correction Table
Correction Factors x 1000

Desired
Coe.ffic.ient

Gain 1

Gain 4.

0

0·

0

0

0.02

0

0

. 2.

0.04

0

1

4

0.06

0

l

6

0.08

0

2

8

0.10

l

2

10

0.12

l

3

·12

0.14

1

3.

13

0.16

1

..4

·-1 5

0.18

1

5

1.7

0.20

2

6

19

.2~2

2

21

0.24

2

7
g ·

o ·. 26

2

10

-25

0.2.8

3

11

27

0.30

3

l2

29

0 •.32

3

31

0.34

4

14
.15

;34

0.36

4

16

36

0.)$

4

lB

39

0.40

4

19

42

0.4-2

4

20

45

0.44

4

22

48

0.46

6

23

50

0

Gain lQ

2.3

De,s:i.r~ed:

c;o:e£·f i.e tent

Gain :4

0.48

6

24.

5)

.Q·•.) ;O

·6

25:

5·§

(J..S2

7

26

60·

0·.•.$.6

7

27'

(i2.

0 .58

·?

28

6~

0.6.0

'7

.4 ';!

~G):

64

0.6:2

29

6.s

.o;.6.4

'l
?'

)0

66.

.Q,.66

1

,_3;0

66

o:.:Q.s.

· 7

)0·

6t:l

0.70:

7

~·o

6. -.'1

~0~'72

7

·30

66

·0 ,. '( 4

7

29

6:5·

0 .•{6

't:l

28

64

0.78'

7.

26

:6.~

o.•so.
o.s.2.

'0
6

~§

60·

24·

;.~6

:0 .:8q..

6:

2:3.

5.,

o.•86:

5.

~·1

.4·9

o. aa

~ ·

l .S

4S

0 , :90

4

r!6

3:9

0.92

4.

0.9;4

3

.14
12

23·
2·6

0.:96
·0 .;98.

2

9

l!?

.1.

4

·a

.l. ~OCl

0

Q

:o

g2·

APPEN»IX B
List .o f Components.

Oper-ational A.Jnplifi.er
Resistors - R, o.hms
1 - 5600_
2 - 220K-

3 - 2201{

4 - 560K
5 - 560:1:

6
7
8
9

-

56Cll(
560K
5.60K
560K

14 - lBOK

15
16
17
18
19

-

20 -

21 22 23 _-

10 - 6aK

68K560K
560K
-560K
560K
560K
560K
1 meg
1 meg

24 - 4 .• 7 meg
,25 -- 8201{
26 - 1.8 meg

11 - 220K
12 - 220K

13 - 62K

Capacitors - C

Potentio.m eters - P, ohms

.

1 - 5 meg
2 - 50K

Tubes - T
1 - 6SN7

2 - 6SN7
3· - 6SN7

Plugs

~

Ap - Amphenol, 6 prong

As - Jones, 12 prong
S"'titch- - DPS1' Toggle

OJ?era.tional

~plifier.Balancing

Resistors - R, o.hms
1 - ~800
2 - lgoo
Poteritio.m eters - P ,. _o hms
1 - 500
2 - 500

Circuit

27 - 1.8 meg

28 - 1 meg
29 - 5 .6K

30 - 5.6K

31 - 510
32 - 510

33.
34
35
36
37
38

-

S2K
S2K
82K
82X
B2K

B2K

Swtt·c h - S.PS·T foggle
S~tit ohing:

S:rstc:un .C tr·<:u.i t

Resistors - R, o;bms
1 - ·1o me.g:
2 - 10 lneg:

Capacitors - C

l

- 1500'

2 - .25 11eg

Tube,s - '1'

1 - 20:)1
2 - 205'1

Trans:t m=er$
Plate voltage - . 1\earn~y .A5779A.

B·i as· - Ke.ar~-ey A.5·780A

S.e lertium R.e c:t l£ier - .F ed.e ra.l l004A- 179125X
Overload lnc;li;cato.r Circuit

Resistors - R.,. ohms
1 - · 1 meg

a.- 22ox ·

J. - :L meg

4 - 39K S ~- .•??meg ·
6 - • 2:2 tileg
7 - • ·a·2 · me,g;

$ ..... . 22 meg

9 . '"'" 2· •.2 m.e g
.1 o 6x
ll ~ - 12K
12 - 2.2 m.e g
l.J • :l5K

Potentiomet'ers - P, ohms

1 - 50K
2 - 1 meg
J•lot ·

Tubes. - T

T1 - 6SN?.
T2 - 6SN7~

Plug - ,Jones, S

_pro.n g

s•.

Lam-p,s .. NE$1
RelE,ty . . . c. P., Clare IG Co, .• , No. ) ,? E •. c.

Bell - Faraday, 6.)

V'. ,

fit:)_ ·cps a- c

C:o~ttic1,~nt. ·l>o~ent;.1ot~eter,s .

· - -overall

~esfstane.e 1

- .Bec·l,c:man. Helipot Model ·A,I
toleran.ee ~5%, Li.near'ity .tQ.J.,~.

Meter - viestan !4odel 301 - d -c microammeter, Scale: S0-0;5Q,
-.
2 microamperes per division, approximate inte:rnal. im:oedance 600 ohms •

APPIN.l>IX C
tia·t ·o f Equipment
Voltage Regula:to.r - .Sul?e·r~or Ele e.'G:ric Co., Type E5lO:l,
serial No. ?26, I~XVA, 00 cycles,. llO vo'lt·s
De-cad·e c..o:n dens;e r - Ge.ne-ral Radi.o Co., llyp:e 2l9M,
no's • 4407, 44 79~ 4711, 6234
··

Seri:~il

Cat.h ·Od:e Ray O·s oil.log·r apb ·- , D~1Qnt. Laborat.o ries, 'typ'E!· 3-0 4-H,

serial no.s . 11075 ., 5969'

S-q uare Wave Generator - General Ra.d io

Co~,

type ·7 69A,

:s.$ r-i.a l no ·• 1,5.3

D-e Power -S uppli.eeJ .... M~S ~:rvt.

no. 18, _!I!I .• S .lVt. no. 19·

'{ol ~·mete. rs. _-· v.l. est:a~ . .M
. :~~e.. l. .· ~+
. ~()1. se:ri:a.·:_l. . n.o. _z·7 32t Se. us-i tivEt. .
Researrc h lJtod.e l ser1.aJ. Ho. 157'1;. ·Hewlett-Packa.ra 1-iod.el

400~!

Os·c illator - Gen·e ral Radi.o Co •., type 1302-A, seri.a l no •. 208.
Phase Meter- - 'f'e chnol..o gy Instrument

seri.a l no·. 421

C~rp.,

type 320·- A;

En,g:ineering Re,.eea_rch ~ssocia.tes, ·. I~c. •' Hig~ Speced
C.oznput.ing Devices, I"ioQraw Hill :eook Co. 1 Inc.~ 195.0,
Pa.ges 223-245.
r

0

• •

Xorn, G.• A. and Xo:rn. T •. ·M., Electronic Analog C:oinputers· ,. N. Y., ~~cGraw Hill, 1952, 378 p.
B.ro..cwn, G. S •. and Oamp~b.el.l,.. .D. P •.t· Prlr.tci.ples :o:f Servo ...·
mechants.ms:., N •. Y., W·i1ey., ·194·8-, Pages . 55, 3.26-:3.30"
0

0

2•

Per·i.Qdioal.s

Frost,.

s.,

Compact Analog Computer, Electr.nics, N. Y_.,.
IvicGraw Hill, July 19'*8, .Pages· 116-122.

Publi(:.ati.ons. o.E L.earned. S·oeieti.ea

~~~~~-·~~·-··-·.-- ~-~~~-~~--~

·Meneler 1. c. A. and .:M.oirrill, o. D. • Linear El,ect.r·onic··
Analog Compu'ber Design, Proc. NEe, V:~l. ~' 1949
Pages

48-6.;-.

Harder,. E. t. and lvlcg,ana.,

G-~- D., A_Large Scale Getneral
Purpose Ele:otri!e Analog Computer, Trans • AIEE Vol. 6?,
Part I, l9'4,S, Page.s 664.·6;:;.

].·i cOann,, _0. D., Lindva~l, _F. c. and v/i,lts, _o • H.,, The
Ef'fet o£ Coulomb Frict.ion an the Performance of Servo. mechan.isms, Tran.s. AIEE. Vol.· 67, 19.4a, Pages 54-0-.SJ.,r6.
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